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The Organization
Cathedral Art Metal (CAMCO) is a family-run 
manufacturing company that produces senti-
ment driven gifts to celebrate family, friends 
and life’s special occasions. Headquartered 
in Rhode Island, the company also has 
plants in El Salvador and Mexico. CAMCO’s 
NAV system users include both English and 
Spanish speaking employees.

Cathedral Art Metal has continued to lever-
age their investment in Microsoft Dynamics 
NAV as they adapt to changing business 
requirements. NAV follows each order along 
all the steps on the production floor–  
casting, polishing, finishing and packaging.

The Challenge
Cathedral Art Metal produces a large 
number of products, with many of them 
being produced on demand to customer 
orders.  The company has significant factory 
floor employee turnover and also hires 
seasonal workers. Plant supervisors need 
to be able to get new hires up to speed 
on their production system quickly, as well 
as provide specialized and on-demand 
refresher training.

The Solution
Liberty Grove Software developed a custom-
ized manufacturing course that was based on 
the Cathedral Art Metals business process. 
The course was delivered remotely using 
their data and recorded for on-demand work 
floor training and refreshers. Within the NAV 
Manufacturing system, screens were custom-
ized to the language preference of each user, 
whichever location they work at. 

The Result
New hires are able quickly get up to speed 
with Dynamics NAV Manufacturing and can 
refer back to training on any steps needed. 
Factory floor workers and production plan-
ners can get the training they need, when 
they need it.  Production floor data collec-
tion and order fulfillment is more accurate 
and timely, so managers can plan and 
monitor production remotely.

Contact Liberty Grove Software to find out 
how we can help you achieve the results 
your company is looking for.
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